
SnowDogg® VMD75II Snow Plow

Redefine what your 1/2 ton and 3/4 ton 
truckscan do. The ideal snow plow for trucks 
like theFord® F-150 and F-250, RAM® 1500 and 
2500,and GMC®/Chevy® 1500 and 2500.

The corrosion resistant 304 stainless 
steelmoldboards never need painted. A robust 
framespreads impact across the flared wings to

reducewear on vital components. • Four laser-cut steelribs reinforce each wing • Full length 2 in. 
crosstubes and heavy duty channels • Aggressive 70°attack angle • 3/8 in. cutting edge

SnowDogg Illuminator™ LED Headlights are brighter and longer lasting than 
traditionalhalogens. Active Defrosting Technology™ keeps the Illuminators ice-free even in the 
bitingcold - a central heat source defrosts the entire lens evenly, preventing the streaking 
orbanding that's common with other LED plow lights. SnowDogg HX High Intensity Halogensare 
also available.

The tubular steel Floating A-Frame features a sliding-pin connection so the plow contours 
theground for an efficient scrape. Outstanding performance at any mounting height.

Mount and dismount your plow in record time with the new RapdLink™ attachment system.The 
single-post drop leg and hydraulic-assisted "Jack Switch" make it easy to align your plowand 
vehicle on any terrain. One foot pedal on the driver's side of the plow locks it in place - noneed to 
run to the other side of your vehicle. Then you just raise the stand and attach thesafety pins.

Each wing has an independent 6 in. trip edge. This protect your equipment from hidden 
curbsand obstacles without dumping the snow you're pushing.

Double acting angle cylinders make it easy to put snow where you want it. Back drag 
withconfidence, even in tight spaces.

Buyers Part Number: VMD75II

A flexible and versatile V-plow optimized for 
1/2 ton to 3/4 ton trucks like the Ford® 
F-150and F-250. Intuitive one-handed controls 
and double-action back drag cylinders make 
theVMDII a powerful winter weapon.



From the heavy duty lift cylinder to the fully enclosed hydraulic power unit, SnowDogg plowsare 
built to endure whatever winter throws at you. The revolutionary lift frame design 
providesunparalleled stacking power. • 1/4 in. grade 50 steel construction • Powerful lift cylinders 
•Over-sized 1-1/2 in. angle cylinders • Fully enclosed 2 HP hydraulic power unit • SAEstandard 
cartridge valves and hefty 3/8 in. rubber hoses • Optimized hose routing

Intuitive in-cab controls are simple to use even with gloves on. The backlit controller lets 
youeffortlessly control the V, scoop, and angle functions. Other standard accessories: •Contoured 
poly snow deflector • Wire reinforced blade guides

WHERE TO BUY

Blade Height Blade Width26" 90"

Angle Cylinders Angled Blade Width1 1/2 x 1
3/4 x 12"

78.0"

Cutting Edge Electrical3/8 x 6"
Headlamp Rated
Replaceable Micro-ISO
Relays

Harnesses Lift Cylinder 1 1/2 x 6"
Separate Light and
Hydraulic 4GA Power
Wires

Lights Moldboard MaterialDual Halogen Bulbs 304 Stainless Steel

Moldboard Thickness Mounting System14 Ga RapidLink™

Plow Shoes Plow TypeOptional V Plow

Ribs Snow Deflector6 Contoured Poly

Stand Trip SpringsDrop Foot 4

Trip Style Shipping WeightTrip Edge 700 lb

Specifications

https://www.loudennis.ca/find-a-dealer/

